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FROM GREATER EUROPE TO GREATER ASIA?
The Sino-Russian Entente
DMITRI TRENIN
The rupture between Russia and the West stemming from the 2014 crisis over Ukraine has
wide-ranging geopolitical implications. Russia has reverted to its traditional position as
a Eurasian power sitting between the East and the West, and it is tilting toward China in the face
of political and economic pressure from the United States and Europe. This does not presage
a new Sino-Russian bloc, but the epoch of post-communist Russia’s integration with the West
is over. In the new epoch, Russia will seek to expand and deepen its relations with non-Western
nations, focusing on Asia. Western leaders need to take this shift seriously.
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Russia’s Pivot to Asia

§§

§§

Russia’s pivot to Asia predates the Ukraine
crisis, but it has become more pronounced
since then. This is in part because China is
the largest economy outside of the coalition that has imposed sanctions on Russia as
a result of the crisis.
What was originally Moscow’s “marriage
of convenience” with Beijing has turned
into a much closer partnership that includes

cooperation on energy trade, infrastructure
development, and defense.

§§

§§

Putin’s vision of a “greater Europe” from Lisbon to Vladivostok, made up of the European
Union and the Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union, is being replaced by a “greater Asia”
from Shanghai to St. Petersburg.
Russia is now more likely to back China
in the steadily growing competition between
Beijing and Washington, which will strengthen China’s hand.

Takeaways for Western Leaders

§§

Russia’s confrontation with the United States will help mitigate Sino-Russian rivalries, mostly
to China’s advantage. But this doesn’t mean Russia will be dominated by China—Moscow is likely
to find a way to craft a special relationship with its partner.

§§

With China’s economic might and Russia’s great-power expertise, the BRICS group (of which Russia
is a part, along with Brazil, India, China, and South Africa) will increasingly challenge the G7 as
a parallel center of global governance.

§§

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization, due to include India and Pakistan this year, is on its way
to becoming the principal development and security forum for continental Asia.

§§

Through its enhanced relations with non-Western countries, Russia will actively promote a concept
of world order that seeks to reduce U.S. global dominance and replace it with a broader great-power
consensus.
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